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We present density functional theory calculations for low-Tc metallic ferromagnet La5Co2Ge3 at
ambient and applied pressures. Our investigations reveal that the system is a quasi-one-dimensional
ferromagnet with a peculiar coexistence of two different orbital-selective magnetic moments from
two crystallographic inequivalent Co1 and Co2 atoms. Namely, due to different crystal-field split-
ting, the magnetic moment of Co1 atoms predominantly derives from dxz orbital whereas of Co2
atoms from dxy orbital. These two types of atoms develop unequal net magnetic moments, a feature
that due to alternating sequence of Co1 and Co2 atoms gives rise to antiferromagnetic compo-
nent along crystallographic c-direction. Antiferromagnetic component, initially small, drastically
increases with applied pressure, until Co2 atoms become nonmagnetic. Our density functional the-
ory results, supported by the analysis of a toy model for the found orbital-selective ferromagnetic
order, are consistent with the recently reported resistivity measurements on La5Co2Ge3 suggesting
the presence of a partially gapped magnetic phase under pressure. Although, proposed here origin of
antiferromagnetic component in La5Co2Ge3 is an alternative one to the advocated for this material
ferromagnetic quantum criticality avoidance, our findings indicate that the effects of the quantum
fluctuations can still play a key role at pressure larger than up-to-date measured 5GPa.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-Tc metallic ferromagnets are systems in which
quantum fluctuations can play a key role in understand-
ing of their macroscopic properties when tuned with
clean, i.e. not introducing disorder, means such as
pressure or magnetic field1. Namely, it has been the-
oretically predicted that ferromagnetic quantum criti-
cal point (QCP) in these systems is generically avoided
and at low temperature a first order transition2 or
other, likely spatially modulated phases3–5 should ap-
pear instead. Moreover, quantum-fluctuation driven
pressure-magnetic-field-temperature phase diagrams of
low-Tc itinerant ferromagnets can have a so-called tri-
critical wing structure6.
Multiple experiments on metallic ferromagnets have
shown consistency between measured properties and the-
oretical expectations relying on avoided QCP scenario.
Namely, at low temperatures there have been observed:
(i) change from a second to first-order ferromagnet (FM)
to paramagnet transition7–10, (ii) emergence of spatially
modulated phase11–16 and (iii) appearance of tricritical
wings8–10,14,17–19. Very recently itinerant ferromagnet
La5Co2Ge3, that is the focus of the current work, has
joined the above list as an example of emergence of the
new, potentially spatially modulated, phase out of FM
under pressure20.
For the proper description of metallic ferromagnets
there has been also proposed a Stoner type of approach
based on common among them electronic structure prop-
erty that is mixing of correlated and uncorrelated bands
in the vicinity of the Fermi level. This approach, just as
QCP avoidance approach, is able to rationalize observa-
tions of first order transition21,22, tricritical wings22,23,
and modulated phase24 under pressure. Although more
restricted by the material-specific input parameters, this
microscopic approach has an advantage as it captures
the appearance of the two distinct FM phases ubiqui-
tous among metallic ferromagnets7,8,14,17,25. Moreover,
the approach inspired the proposal of a consistent theory
of the superconductivity in UGe2.
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Possible ambiguity in the microscopic foundations of
generic features among metallic ferromagnets calls for
a critical and thorough theoretical investigation of each
of the compounds separately in order to provide con-
clusive interpretation of particular observations. In this
light recently reported measurements for low-Tc metal-
lic ferromagnet La5Co2Ge3 indicating the appearance of
partially gapped, presumably due to emergent antifer-
romagnetic (AFM) component, high-pressure magnetic
phase20, raised a question about the underlying mech-
anism responsible for this novel state. Therefore, in
the current work, by means of density functional theory
(DFT) calculations we analyze electronic and magnetic
properties of La5Co2Ge3 in order to shed light on the
origin of this enigmatic high pressure magnetic phase.
Our results confirm that the high pressure, partially
gapped magnetic phase in La5Co2Ge3 as suggested in
Ref. 20 is indeed characterized with a large AFM com-
ponent. However, the origin of a spatial modulation ac-
cording to our calculations is attributed to the d-orbital
selectivity, stemming from a presence of crystallograph-
ically inequivalent cobalt atoms, Co1 and Co2 (see Fig.
1), rather than to purely electronic-like mechanism as
in QCP avoidance3–5 or correlated-uncorrelated orbitals
mixing24 scenarios. We have found that ferromagnetism
in La5Co2Ge3 due to two different crystal fields on cobalt
sites predominantly derives from dxz orbital of Co1 atoms
whereas from dxy orbital of Co2 atoms. In consequence,
these two types of atoms develop different net magnetic
moments, that due to alternation of Co1 and Co2 atoms



























FIG. 1: Crystal structure of La5Co2Ge3. Green and blue
spheres denote Co1 and Co2 atoms, while red and black
spheres La and Ge atoms. Co1 and Co2 atoms form chains
along b-direction.
tude of a spatial modulation, at ambient pressure rather
small, substantially grows with unit cell contraction, un-
til Co2 atoms becomes nonmagnetic. Analysis of a toy-
model capturing the essential character of the found fer-
romagnetic order with AFM component shows consis-
tency with the resistance measurements for La5Co2Ge3 in
the high-pressure new state20. Although, our results indi-
cate rather minor role played by quantum fluctuation in
the interpretation of recent observations in La5Co2Ge3,
we note that the ferromagnetic quantum criticality avoid-
ance can take place at pressure larger than up-to-date
measured 5GPa.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have performed DFT calculations by using the
VASP package27–29. The core and the valence electrons
were treated within the Projector Augmented Wave30
method with a cutoff of 400 eV for the plane wave basis.
For the relaxation, we have used a revised Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof for solids (PBEsol)31 that improves the equi-
librium properties of itinerant magnetic systems32–34.
The calculations as a function of the volume were done
tuning the total volume but keeping unchanged the ra-
tios between the lattice constants. After relaxation, the
Local Density Approximation (LDA) has been used and
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FIG. 2: (a) Nonmagnetic partial densities of states (PDOS)
of d-orbitals of Co1 and Co2 atoms and combined PDOS of s,
p and d orbitals of La and Ge atoms. The Fermi level is set at
the zero energy. (b) The contributions of the d orbitals of Co1
to the nonmagnetic density of states. (c) The contributions
of the d orbitals of Co2 to the nonmagnetic density of states.
the Perdew–Zunger35 parametrization of the Ceperly-
Alder36 data have been considered. This choice is moti-
vated by the fact that the functional used within PBEsol
is the most suited for the relaxation, while the LDA gives
a better agreement with the experimental magnetization
of magnetic metallic systems. These calculations have
been performed using a 2 × 12 × 4 k-point grid, in such
a way to have 96 k-points in the first Brillouin zone. For
the Brillouin zone integration we have used the tetrahe-
dron method37 in order to get the partial density of states
(PDOS) and the magnetic properties of the system.
III. STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES
The crystal structure of La5Co2Ge3 belongs to the
R5Co2Ge3 family, and the symbol is mS40
38,39. The y
coordinates for all atoms in this structure equal to zero,
namely the atoms in this structure are located either on
planes at y = 0 or y = 1/2 arising from the C center in
space group C2/m. The crystal structure of La5Co2Ge3
is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. There are two crys-
tallographically inequivalent cobalt atoms Co1 and Co2
forming chains along the b axis, as shown in the bottom
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panel of Fig. 1. The lattice constants are a=18.3540 Å,
b=4.3479 Å and c=13.2790 Å.38
Regarding the electronic properties, in Fig. 2(a) we
show the partial densities of states for the dominant or-
bitals in the vicinity of the Fermi level: d orbitals of Co1
and Co2 and combined s, p and d orbitals of La and Ge.
The calculation shows no charge transfer, namely there
is no oxidation state. Therefore, due to the crystal field
the 4s23d7 electronic configuration of the elemental Co
moves to 3d9. The low energy states can be reduced to
the d-states of the d9 Co atoms, therefore, we can have a
maximum magnetic moment of 1 µB/Co (Bohr magneton
per Co atom).
Cobalt d-orbital PDOS in Fig. 2(a) as expected for
a metallic Stoner ferromagnet provides a large peak at
the Fermi level. However, different PDOS at the Fermi
level for Co1 and Co2 seen in Fig. 2(a) clearly demon-
strate that d orbitals of Co1 and Co2 can lead to spatially
nonuniform magnetic properties of the system, i.e. more
fragile magnetism of Co2 than of Co1 atoms. In order
to have more insight into that feature in Figs. 2(b,c)
we plot PDOS contribution from crystal field split d or-
bitals at Co1 and Co2 atoms respectively. Although all
orbitals are mixed, clearly only dxz of Co1 and the dxy
of Co2 present a sufficiently large peak at the Fermi level
to satisfy Stoner criterion. For that reason these two or-
bitals are predominantly responsible for the formation of
a ferromagnetic state in La5Co2Ge3.
IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
In this Section, we analyze the magnetic properties of
La5Co2Ge3 at ambient and applied pressure. Magnetism
in this system derives solely from 3d orbitals of cobalt,
due to a marginal contribution of other orbitals at the
Fermi level (cf. Fig. 2(a)). Moreover, magnetic proper-
ties of Co1 and Co2 atoms are expected to be different
due to their different d-orbital composition near Fermi
level (cf. Fig 2(b,c) ). Therefore, in the following we
focus only on the magnetism of Co1 and Co2 atoms.
First, we find that at ambient pressure the magnetic
coupling among cobalt atoms within the chain along b-
axis is robustly ferromagnetic and is much stronger than
this between neighbouring chains, irrespectively whether
encompassing Co1 or Co2 sites. Next, by testing dif-
ferent magnetic configurations in the a-c plane for the
neighbouring chains, we have established that interchain
couplings, though weaker due to large atomic distances,
are also robustly ferromagnetic. The difference to the
closest higher energy state with antiferromagnetic inter-
chain correlations is around 2.3 meV. The magnetic mo-
ments obtained at ambient pressure with the experimen-
tal atomic positions are 0.486µB at Co1 and 0.381µB
at Co2 atoms. Their inequality is expected due to dif-
ferent d-orbital contribution in the vicinity of the Fermi
level as demonstrated in the nonmagnetic PDOS in Fig.





























FIG. 3: Magnetic moments of Co1 and Co2 as a function of
decreasing primitive cell volume V/V0, where V0 is the ex-
perimental volume at ambient pressure. The green and blue
lines indicate the evolution of magnetic moments at Co1 and
Co2 atoms respectively. We have also included magnetic mo-
ments of the dominant d-orbitals, dxz of Co1 (magenta line)
and dxy of Co2 (red line) atoms. Magnetic moments marked
with cross are obtained with relaxation procedure whereas
those marked with a dot are obtained at experimental ambi-
ent pressure volume38.
termined magnetic moment 0.1 µB in La5Co2Ge3
20 as
happens also in other DFT calculations of low magnetic
moment ferromagnets.
Due to the weak interchain magnetic coupling
La5Co2Ge3 is a quasi-one-dimensional ferromagnet with
extremely low TC . We note, that in the same manner
as for other recently discovered quasi-one-dimensional
compounds40–44, in La5Co2Ge3 weak interchain magnetic
coupling is critical for the stabilization of long-range
magnetic order in the context of the Mermin-Wagner
theorem45.
Next, we analyze the magnetic properties of our sys-
tem under applied pressure. To simulate the effect of
the external pressure acting on the system, we have per-
formed our calculations at different values of the volume
of the primitive cell, V/V0 where V0 is the experimental
volume at ambient pressure38. As experimental atomic
positions are not known for La5Co2Ge3 under pressure
to access magnetic properties for contracted volumes we
perform the structural relaxation. Such approach is sen-
sible in light of found good agreement between magnetic
moments of Co1 and Co2 (cf. Fig. 3) at ambient pressure
obtained for the experimental position and the structural
relaxed structure.
Applied pressure brings the atoms closer simply in-
creasing the hopping parameters between Co atom, en-
larging the electronic bandwidth. Such procedure as a
rule reduces the magnetic moment in itinerant magnetic
systems46. In Fig. 3 we present the evolution of magnetic
moments on Co1 and Co2 atoms with decreasing unit
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cell volume that follows this expectation. However, both
types of atoms react in a contrasting manner to applied
pressure. Namely, the magnetization of the Co2 rapidly
drops at V/V0 ≈ 0.93 and Co2 atoms become nonmag-
netic, while the magnetization of the Co1 at least for
V/V0 & 0.83 is rather weakly decreasing. We note that
nonzero magnetization on Co2 atoms for V/V0 . 0.93 is
just an effect of coupling to Co1 chains and long-range
character of magnetic order.
In Fig. 3 we have included evolution with applied pres-
sure of magnetic moments solely from orbitals dominant
at ambient pressure (cf. Fig. 2), i.e. dxz of the Co1 atoms
and dxy of Co2 atoms. These orbitals provide as much
as half of the total magnetization on respective cobalt
atoms, confirming their leading role in determining mag-
netic properties of La5Co2Ge3 also at applied pressure.
In result we firmly establish that the reason for the con-
trasting magnetization evolution on the two types of Co
atoms under pressure is that different orbitals drive the
magnetism on crystallographically distinct cobalt sites.
The magnetization difference present even at ambient
pressure follows that magnetic state in La5Co2Ge3 has
antiferromagnetic component along c axis due to alter-
nation of Co1 and Co2 chains (cf. Fig. 1). Difference
between magnetic moments between Co1 and Co2, at
ambient pressure rather small, drastically increases with
the unit cell contraction until Co2 atoms become non-
magnetic, for V/V0 . 0.93. Then the magnetization dif-
ference stays large because of the weak decrease of mag-
netization on Co1 atoms in response to applied pressure.
Such spatial modulation, as we will discuss in more detail
in the next Section produces a partial gaping of the Fermi
surface what is consistent with the experimental obser-
vations under pressure20. Although, according to our
calculations gaping is also present at ambient pressure,
AFM component is then small and likely hindered in re-
sistivity spectra due to various sources of disorder and
scattering process. On the other hand, once Co2 chains
become nonmagnetic AFM component is large and likely
only then gives rise to a well pronounced hump in resis-
tivity spectra.
Therefore, we suggest that recently reported ferromag-
netic to new state transition under pressure20 is in fact
crossover within the same ferromagnetic phase with the
new state being region characterized just with a larger
AFM component. In that manner, we also suggest that
the new state region is characterized by nonmagnetic Co2
chains (FMCo1 in Fig. 3), where spatial alteration of
magnetization is the largest.
In the next Section we propose a toy model that is
designed to mimic magnetic order of La5Co2Ge3 along
c-axis in FMCo1 region (cf. Fig. 3). Transport char-
acteristics obtained for this model additionally supports
consistency of our DFT results with recent measurements
for La5Co2Ge3
20.


























FIG. 4: (a) Schematic cartoon of alternating magnetic/non-
magnetic cobalt sites along c-axis (arrows denote up and down
spin population) visualizing peculiar magnetic behavior of
La5Co2Ge3 under applied pressure (FMCo1 phase). (b) Par-
tially gapped spectrum of the toy model capturing features
of magnetic order visualized in (a), where h is Zeeman split-
ting on Co1 sites and µ chemical potential. (c) Normalized
resistance as a function of Zeeman splitting h on Co1 sites for
selected values of chemical potential µ.
V. TOY MODEL
Orbital selective ferromagnetism in La5Co2Ge3 pre-
dominantly relies on a distinct behavior of two d-orbitals
yielding different magnetic moments on Co1 and Co2
sites. On the phenomenological ground, a single-orbital
model with a site dependent Zeeman field can mimic
the same magnetic order. We found that the analysis
of such artificial system is instructive in the interpreta-
tion of the recent resistance measurements in La5Co2Ge3
along c-axis20. Therefore, in the following we analyze
one-dimensional toy model capturing character of mag-
netic order FMCo1 of La5Co2Ge3 along c-axis (schemat-
ically drawn in Fig. 4(a)), thus with a Zeeman field, h












i are annihilation (creation) operators
in the momentum and real space respectively. Here, µ is
global chemical potential, σ = ± and relation dispersion
εk = −2t cos k is assumed to be generated by the hopping
t between nearest Co1 and Co2 sites which is set as an
energy unit t = 1. We note that in principle t is very
small due to large distance between neighbouring cobalt
atoms along c-axis.
With the help of the above toy model we aim to show
that FMCo1 phase is consistent with resistance upturn
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with lowering the temperature measured for La5Co2Ge3
in new state20. First, we notice that lowering tempera-
ture below TC ' 7K for La5Co2Ge3 in the new state in
the first approximation can be captured by the increase
of the magnetic moment solely on Co1 atoms. In the pro-
posed toy model this translates to an increase of field h.
Therefore in the following we will show that increasing h
can lead to the increase in the resistance in the qualita-
tive agreement with observations for La5Co2Ge3 in the
new state20.
Fourier transform of site-dependent Zeeman splitting
leads to Hamiltonian in reduced Brillouin zone (RBZ)







εk − µ− σh2 −
σh
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k+πσ}. The spectrum of the Hamil-




2 + ε2k. This spectrum once h is nonzero is par-
tially gapped due to antiferromagnetic component (cf.
Fig. 4(b)) and thus can account for an increase of resis-
tance with increasing h. In order to explicitly visualize
that statement we calculate coherent conductance at zero
temperature with respect to increasing h with the above








where transmission function T is related to spectral func-







(E − Ekα)2 + Γ2
. (4)
Here factor Γ broadens spectral function in order to ac-
count for a realistic nature of the system encompassing
various sources of disorder and scattering processes, and
we assume Γ = 0.1. In Figure 4(c) we plot resistance,
ρ = 1/G as a function of Zeeman splitting h for selected
values of global chemical potential, and normalized to
ρ(h = 0). Dependently on the chemical potential resis-
tance shows increase either immediately with emergence
of magnetism (small |µ|) or for larger fields h (large |µ|).
Absolute value appears as toy model is symmetric with
respect to µ = 0, what means that resistance curves are
the same for ±µ.
VI. SUMMARY
We study electronic and magnetic properties of metal-
lic low-TC ferromagnet La5Co2Ge3 at ambient and ap-
plied pressure by means of density functional calcu-
lations. We establish that La5Co2Ge3 is quasi-one-
dimensional orbital selective ferromagnet. Namely, two
different d orbitals are magnetically active on two crys-
tallographically inequivalent cobalt sites Co1 and Co2.
This results in drastically different evolution of magnetic
moments on each type of atoms in response to applied
pressure. Namely Co2 atoms for relatively small unit
cell contraction become nonmagnetic in sharp contrast
to rather robust ferromagnetism of Co1 atoms. The al-
ternating sequence of Co1 and Co2 atoms along c axis
providing spatial modulation of magnetization gives rise
to a sizable antiferromagnetic component on top of fer-
romagnetic state.
In that manner we confirm that recently observed
enigmatic partially gapped high pressure phase in
La5Co2Ge3
20 is indeed related to antiferromagnetic com-
ponent. However, there is a crossover rather than phase
transition with applied pressure, as the ambient pressure
phase has also a small AFM component. Our calculations
indicate orbital selectivity rather than quantum critical
avoidance as a driving mechanism for the presence of
sizable AFM component under pressure in La5Co2Ge3.
We note that effects related to quantum fluctuation2 can
be still of critical importance at larger than up to date
measured (5GPa) pressures where ferromagnetism of Co1
would go down towards zero temperature.
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